3-30/3-30 messaging
Crafting a corporate brand message with focus and consistency

A

s marketers, we recognize that people like information in quick
hits: 30-second commercials, 140-character tweets, magazine ads
our eyes scan for all of 1.73 seconds.1 Human beings have an

uncanny ability to size up a situation quickly, and make fast, good decisions.
In B2B, a brief positive corporate brand impression is a foot in the door to a
longer conversation with a customer.

“3-30/3-30 messaging” is adapted
from the book The People Powered
Brand: A Blueprint for B2B Brand
and Culture Transformation. It
provides a step-by-step process for
bringing together the untapped
resources of employee engagement
and customer insights to create B2B
brands with the power to win.

Yet brevity with B2B brands is a real challenge. It may feel like your brand needs
30 minutes to properly explain, but the reality is that most customers ask,
“What do you folks do?” And in that moment of truth you’ve got a couple of
seconds to answer. Do a good job in three seconds or so, and you earn the right
to say more. That’s why it’s critical to craft a focused brand message that quickly
communicates the essence of your brand. 3-30/3-30 messaging is a technique
to help you create that quick message, and assist you in developing consistent,
longer messages to carry the discussion further. This technique can be used for
product and company brands alike.

Available at:
paramountbooks.com
amazon.com

3-30/3-30 stands for: 3 seconds, 30 seconds, 3 minutes, 30 minutes.
It’s a great rule
of thumb for
how people
like to receive
information:
give me the
headline, a few
details and then
more details if
I need them.

Learn more:
PeoplePoweredBrand.com

At 5MetaCom,
we use a
message platform
worksheet to
build 3-30/3-30
messaging.

Marketing that makes technical and scientific
products easier to buy and easier to sell
SM

Turn this page over for an example of a 3-30/3-30 message platform. 

Tips on building your
message platform

3-30/3-30 message platform
Example:

 pply and adapt what you know
A
Message development should be
based on what you’ve already learned
about your brand. At 5MetaCom, we
use Discovery Research to identify
various qualities of a brand, which are
then expressed in a brand structure.
This includes the brand’s strategy,
promise, organization, personality
and values. At the core of the structure
is the brand’s essence or nucleus.
If you have a position or strategy
that has been informed by research,
incorporate those ideas into your
message platform.

Company profile
Designs and manufactures high-end industrial power tools for use in commercial and civic
construction
Brand nucleus
Safety built

Main Message: Headline (3 seconds)
Safer working tools. Safer running jobsites.
Facts hold up and strengthen the 3-second headline
Support Messages (30 seconds)
“Safety-first” mission,
mindset and controls—
from design through to
testing, manufacturing and
the job site.

 raft, then validate
C
A message platform can be drafted
in a facilitated group setting, by an
individual, by a team or by an agency.
Regardless of the method used, the
message platform should be validated
internally and externally before it’s
put to use.

SM

History and legacy—company began as bridge builders who designed custom
tools to make construction
safer for our workers.

Proof Points (3 minutes/30 minutes)
Each employee—in all
departments—required to
spend 16 hours/year on a
working construction job
site using our tools.

Rated #1 brand for safety
performance by Tool Lab
Insurance Institute.

Company founded in 1947
as Bridge Construction,
Ltd.

Company operates “BuildA-Plex”—the world’s
largest working construction laboratory for tool
development and testing.

More than 30 Safety Design awards since 1975—
3 times more than the next
closest competitor.

At company inception, we
introduced and used our
first tool design, which
reduced riveting accidents.

User panel of 150 construction workers across
12 countries tests and
evaluates all tool prototypes prior to commercial
introduction.

More workers own our
tools in their home tool
chests than any other
brand.

In 1968, tool sales exceeded construction revenue,
making the company the
largest maker of “safety
line” tools.

Only safety-tool maker
that maintains 100%
ownership and control of
tool design, testing and
manufacturing.

Exited bridge building
business in 1975 to focus
100% on “safety line”
tools.

Using the 5MetaCom 3-30/3-30 principle to develop a brand message platform
helps deliver communication clarity across audiences. The message platform
also informs the creative execution of the corporate brand, ensuring that
whether the message is delivered by a website, an ad or employees, the brand
is always represented consistently.
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Marketing that makes technical and scientific
products easier to buy and easier to sell

The #1 rated brand of
construction tool for safety
performance—and workers
prefer our safer-working
tools to all others.

Evidence substantiates facts in the Support Messages

 ots of audiences, one platform
L
Resist the temptation to create
separate message platforms for each
audience. This will only add to
workload and costs, while diluting
impact. The corporate brand must
stand for something singular across
all important audiences.
 se the platform as a guide
U
The message platform is intended to
provide rules for what to say about a
brand, but it is not an ad or copy to
use verbatim on marketing materials.
The true purpose of the platform is to
provide direction about what to say
about the brand, not how to say it.

Quickly communicates distinctive value and benefit of the brand
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